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Backyard discovery swing set reviews

In the information age, it almost always boils over to reviews and prices. Many of us are used to doing hours and hours of research on the product we want to buy. We search through product reviews, spam out fake and unhelpable ones. When we limit it to the product we want, we then search the net for the lowest price. Unfortunately,
this doesn't work by buying swing sets online... Not. The reason is double: 1.) There is not enough detailed information online about the swing set yet.  Most searches for swing sets yield results from big box stores that sell swingsets on their websites only.  Descriptions of collections are all from manufacturers. 2.) The swing sets are large
and varied, resulting in difficult to gauge of images and descriptions online. I started bloging NJ Swingsets to combat the lack of detailed online information about the swing set. NJ Swingsets' blog seeks to educate moms and fathers about swing sets with as little crack as possible. I started the NJ Swingsets YouTube channel to parent
videos from the swing set so they could see their actual size and hear the exact description. Just saying no to cheap swing sets is another reason why I started NJ Swingsets is because people kept coming to my store that had previously purchased cheap swing set a few years back.  They were looking to buy a new collection because
they came very unhappy with their purchase. Their swinging sets were broken or decayed and stuck without warranty.  The wood and materials were broken and they had no way of replacing it. Their children had also grown up from collections, because the collections were smaller than expected.  Or they hired an installer that ruined the
installation, and these parents unfortunately had no guidance when they bought their collection. If they knew what they were making for their money, they would surely have made a different decision before buying that collection. Online Swing Collection reviews tell you enough about the online swing collection review collection, in general,
as not as useful as they should be. Many people check the swing set as soon as they install it.  Their children swing over it, they're super excited and everyone's happy.  It's nice and good, but the quality swing set is a long-term investment! What we rarely hear about in swing set reviews is how a cheap set starts to break down and fall
apart after a few years of natural wear and tears. Most parents are too embarrassed at this point to write a review.  Other parents are too busy, or forget where they buy their collection, to sit down and update their reviews of a swing set. Think about it - do you leave a review about the swing set two years after you bought it?  After you
gave a brilliant collection of reviews a year or two ago? The point is - online swing set reviews are usually not accurate in terms of the build and long-term quality of a set. Cheap swing sets will last a year or two .  Your quality swing set will last 10 years to a lifetime. What a big box store you don't say I really wish I had put all this
information online earlier to help parents. Let's try a little experiment: Go to Google and search for swinging sets. Notice how all the links you see are home depots, toys R us, Walmart, BJ and other stores selling collections.  They all list swing sets on their websites, but few of these stores set swings on display. Very few of these stores
have a support network to field in-depth questions about swing sets. Where is the useful information about what you need to know when buying a swing set? Too many times I've seen parents buy something for their children, open the box, and then get frustrated when swingset is what they thought it would be. I've even heard that children
are hurt in lower quality collections. And it's not the parent's fault -- it's a lack of information. I want your children to be happy and safe!  I know you do the same thing, and even so it's said, let's talk about the cheap swing set -- and why you should avoid them. Cheap Swing Facts Set How Much Does Cheap Swing Set Cost? Many people
want the cheapest swingset they can find, but don't know what to look for to get the best value. This is especially common with users who are shopping online. Out of frustration, and desire to own a swing set, they buy a cheap swing set and hope for the best. I traded it with a bunch of products, looking for the cheapest - I did my research
online and try to find the best bang for Buck. The problem is, in the swingset world, there's the best blast for Buck, it's just as cheap as most people think it is. Instead of looking for a swingset that is $500 or $1,000 and trying to find value there, it's much easier to find the swingset you'll be happy if you start looking at the $1,500 range. 
What constitutes an inexpensive swing, and why shouldn't you buy the cheapest one? The cheap collection of each game set is under $1000. I have, in my years selling swingsets, seen set under the $1,000 range that is not something in the areas of safety, size or durability of the victim. Keep singing and we'll get into this a little bit more
and why shouldn't you buy a cheap swingset online? For one, it's impossible to understand everything about a collection without seeing it, and understanding what it takes to build one. That's why you really want to speak with someone swingsets around for years before shopping. There are many factors that most people don't think about
that have a huge impact on your child's safety, and the joy they feel playing on set. Certain factors -- such as wood composition, having pre-dug holes and deck height -- play a significant role in the size, firmness, durability and cost of a set, and each of these It is easy to gloss over when making your first purchase. Test can you tell the
difference between these two swingsets? Swing set #1 - backyard discovery Tucson Cedar wooden swing set swing set #2 - Gorilla Playsets Shoto Deluxe Wooden Swing set to unprecedented sight, there is not much difference in these two sets.   Both sets have a slide, two swings, a step ladder, a picnic table, a deck and a vinyl ceiling.
 Both sets are made of cypress.  Both look equally safe and fun. But to the trained eye there are a number of notable differences.   The luxurious gorilla chato game costs about $10 more than the other. It's a good piece of change, so let's look at where that money goes, and the value you get by paying extra money. 1.) Cheap swing sets
don't come with pre-drilled holes this may not sound like a big deal, but it is. Gorilla Playsets Shoto Deluxe has pre-drilled holes, which is one of the main things you should be looking for in a swingset. If the holes are not pre-drilled, the wood from which the swinging sets are made can easily be cracked from drilling, and most of the time
this type of damage is not covered by warranty. I've seen a lot of people hire contractors to install a game or they just do it themselves.   The contractors drilled holes into the wood at the wrong angle and split or left the wood.   When this happens (and happens a lot of times) producers don't wear cracked wood under warranty.   There's
really nothing parents can do at this point.  They have a faulty collection now and need to spend more money to buy alternative wood, and pay another installation to come out and fix it.  Make sure you always have pre-drilled wood, because it will save you a lot of time and a big headache if anything goes wrong.  2) The warranty on the
cheap set is usually 1 to 5 years.  Compare that to the warranty in the gorilla poly set or superior swing set game, which covers wood for 10 years, and accessories for 1 year. Think about it for a second: you invest in swingset, you hire a contractor to install it, you show it to your kids, and then they play on it. The swinging set is part of your
home right now. Do you really want that polyset warranty gone after a year? Also, if a company doesn't believe enough in its product to give you more than a year's warranty, what does this say about swingset quality? 3) Look at the wood - in the swing beam, the base and frame are another great feature of the luxurious shoto, and other
large swingsets in this range, is that the solid oscillation beam is 4 x 6, which means it is very sturdy, while the $500 Tucson swing set has thin wood beams that glue together. To illustrate the difference, look at the image below to see what happens to a cheaper set, with thin wood beams, during Storm. It's completely falling apart. Now,
look at the swinging light of the gorilla set below: it's a perfectly solid 4 x 6 piece of wood, and it comes with pre-drilled holes, meaning it's almost impossible to break it down under normal conditions. Another thing to look at is the wood used at the base of the set, and the wood in frame A.In the cheaper set, the wood is either 2x2,3x3 or
2x4 - not solid enough for support structures. In the gorilla set and superior game set, all the wood used in the frame and pre-drilled base is 4x4, and it's safe and sturdy. That Gorilla or Premier Game Collection is going to last year longer than the other set - and it's covered under warranty. The bad news is that bigger people let you fall
right into those traps, they only sell online collections in volume.  They don't care about quality because they're not responsible if something happens! Wrapping up these three factors was, but there are much more we haven't covered yet. You can either spend hours researching online articles and hoping you have enough research, that
we find it easy to do by the way, or you can contact us and we can walk you through getting a big swingset. What kind of support do you get in a big chain store, or other big chain, compared to a local business? Try calling that big chain store and asking about the degree of wood, or quality, or durability of one of your swingsets. What
about guiding you through the installation process? Call a department store again and ask how to install any of their belongings and you will remain silent. In NJ Swingsets, we have an easy to reach phone and online to answer any questions you may have. We also work with people who are in business so long that we can solve any
problems you might have with shipping, delivery or installation - try getting that out of the older kids. You can see our full range of playsets here, or call 1-201-670-4000 to get in touch with an expert who will help you get the best bang for your buck in swingset. If you need more information before you buy, check out the full range of
swingset articles on our blog. Happy swing setting! Page 2 (looking for an alternative warp for your swingset? One of the more frequent questions I'm asking is, Jay, what's the difference between Sunbrella, vinyl and wood ceilings on a swing set? While looking for playsets for your child, one consider the type of roof or top that is used at
the top of the main deck. There are several different top types with different features available. You need to choose between a vinyl coating, Sunbrella fabric cover, or wood roof. Let's go over the pros and cons of any kind so you can make a conscious decision about what to buy. Vinyl canopy roof vinyl canopy is the lowest The option,
and depending on your weather, will take approximately four to five years. Vinyl tops are great because they allow good breezes to enter on deck. They are also relatively easy and inexpensive instead. Vinyl ceilings withstand mold and gentlening and can withstand harsh weather for several seasons. Vinyl will crack and fade as we age.  If
you live in an area with severe winters or scorching hot summers, vinyl will tend to leave and fade more quickly.  Sunbrella Fabric Roof Cover Sunbrella fabric is a mid-price option, and the longest - will take in ten to thirty years. The Sanberella fabric is breathable, so it does not trap the moisture that causes the mold.  Sunberella doesn't
crack like vinyl. The environment below sunbrella canoe will remain drier than other options. There is a larger selection of fabric colors to choose from, which will remain rich and vibrant after years of use. Sunbrella's true power does not fade color with bleach, rain or chlorine. This style of wood ceiling is also cooler and cooler. Sunbrella
fabric coating is easily interchangeable if you ever decide to change color or pattern. Sanberella cyanops are also recommended by the Skin Cancer Foundation to help reduce skin damage caused by the sun. Wood roof is the most pleasing wood roof to the eye, very sturdy and will not be torn. This option is the most expensive and
hardest to repair. Most wood ceilings feature tongue-in-board grooves for tight seals and smooth finishes. You will find that this choice will be hotter than the roof of vinyl or Sunbrella, because the wood keeps the heat on deck.  There is also less breeze due to the stiffness of the wood. It is recommended to maintain on a wood roof on a
yearly while. So should I choose Vinyl, Sunberella or the roof of the wood? It obviously depends on your will and needs, but here's a summary: Vinyl Canopies - the lowest cost up front, but must be replaced every 4-5 years due to cracking and fading.  Buy vinyl if you want to save money now and it doesn't matter replacing the material
every 4-5 years on your own. Sunbrella Fabric Canopies - You pay a little extra for Sunbrella up front, but in my opinion, it's worth it.  Sunberella lasts much longer than vinyl and the colors don't fade.  This is the longest-term option that will keep a new look and supply an adequate amount of shade and breezes. Wood Ceiling - The
costliest, firmest and most beautiful option is the wood roof.  Let's face it is a beautiful wooden roof if you have money, you don't regret having a wood roof covering your main deck. Falling into having a wood roof, however, is that they tend to keep the deck warmer, and if the wood breaks, it's more of a one without any problems repairing
than vinyl or sunbrella. The wood roof option also requires a little more maintenance than vinyl or sunbrella tarp. Wood is on a soyong Sealed at least once a year. I hope this has helped clear up the difference between vinyl, Sunbrella and wood roofs.   If you have any questions, please feel free to give us a call, ask in the comments
below, or visit us on our Facebook page. Best luck in your purchase! Top 3 healthy kids are happy kids!  Just look at my friend Thomas here.  Before the days of mobile and Facebook, it was easy to get the kids out and move on. My mother often had to scream to get me back inside. Unfortunately, today it's harder. Our kids are getting on
iPads and mobile phones earlier than ever, and the time they spend outside is decreasing. But the good news is that simply having a game set in your backyard, your kids are not only easily able to go out and play, they want to! So here are 4 major benefits of having a swing set... 1. This physical exercise... And that's fine! We all know the
benefits of exercise, especially for children, and having a place to play is perfect for getting to kids moving quickly.  Increased activity, happening more often, will keep your kids healthy. Childhood obesity has more than doubled in children and tripled in adolescents in the last 30 years, reports CDC. The percentage of children aged 6-11 in
the U.S. who were obese rose from 7% in 1980 to nearly 18% in 2010. Likewise, the percentage of adolescents aged 12–19 who were obese rose from 5% to 18% in the same period. Remember when you were a kid in the park? Play around on the swing, meet new people, and running? It was a place to meet new friends - for pretending
and joking. Some of our most important first memories are formed during the game and there is a much better place to play than a swinging set. The next time you take your kids to the park, as you climb on the slides, you notice a smile on their face and have fun. Swing lets you access this kind of entertainment at any time, without any
leaving your yard. And, it helps build the exercise habit with your kids before video games can win them over. 2. Swing sets their children's athletic ability to improve according to a study conducted by Scolastics, having children playing in swingsets is great because swing promotes movement and perceptual skills, spatial awareness,
general fitness, social interaction, mental representation, and sensory integration, including vestibular development (balance). That means your kids are developing skills while playing in swingsets that are going to last for their entire lives - may even improve their future performance in the sport, thanks to Hand eye coordination. Let's go
for a medical second: when a person is swinging, both the Vestibular system and the proprietary system are being activated. The vestibular system is composed of several small bones in the inner ear that help people have a good balance, and activities that activate a wide range of inputs in this system, such as playing on oscillations,
have been found to improve balance and harmony by strengthening the system. That means your kids can balance better than their peers, the proprietary system is what allows our brains to know where our bodies stand, and it gives our brain information about the condition. The good news is that the system can also be improved by
playing on the swing, meaning that your kids are going to be stronger, and stand up more straight. Put them together and you'll notice that swinging helps develop both balance and harmony in children. The visual connection between those two systems is also amplified when kids swing, which means that their kids would be better at using
their vision to adjust their balance and movement, giving them an early advantage when it comes to cycling, skateboarding, or playing sports. 3. Swing promotes social interaction kids often move to swingset in pairs, where they play games while swinging back and forth. They also promote sharing and playing teams - since one child can
swing while the other pushes them. By playing on a swingset, your child gets better at finding friends and socializing, a skill that will help them in school, and later in life when they start working. Many times parents have told me that their child's friends want to come all the time to play on the set! 4. Healthy set swing for parents, too! Many
parents have told me stories about their swing set which is a blessing to them. Think about it: Your kids go to your back yard to play, so there's less concern on your behalf about where they are or what they're doing. Less worry means less stress. And stress is not good for you! Also, your children play outside for hours. When they go back
in, they get tired of all the physical activity. when its bed time , they prepare for bed . when they are in bed , you have more free time for yourself . So watch that TV show, have that glass of wine, and get more sleep than you need! I have met very few people who have regretted their decision to buy a swing set. It's a big investment, but the
investment is to pay for itself in spades over the years of its use. If you're looking to find the right swing set for your family, that's what we like to do! Feel free to call us at 1-201-670-4000 for personal tips finding the right swingset for you and your family. You can also check out our great selection online. Happy swing! Page 4 Since I wrote
this article, I added two features Looking at Swing set. See the updated version where I talk about the top 7 features of the best swing sets in the video below! (Fun fact: Before there's NJ Swingsets, we're called Arizona Playsets! that's why you see Arizona Playsets in the video below) it's easy to go to a store or browse catalog and buy
swingsets for your children, but the only thing easier than buying swingsets is buying a bad one. These are the top five features you should look for if you want the swingset that your children will enjoy for a few years. You will avoid a lot of head pain by doing a small versus research. 1.) Best swing set at least 5 feet above deck Why at
least 5 feet? Because if your swingset has a deck that is shorter than that, your kids are going to grow it very quickly, and when you look at online collections that have a clear profile, it's easy to buy a collection that will be too small when your kids are older. Set that 4 foot decks look almost identical to the 5-foot deck online, but they're
much smaller, and when their kids become 8 or 9 years old, four set leg swings just won't be enough for them. I've heard this complain countless parents who have come in to buy a second swingset for their 9-year-olds - they have to get a new one because their kid got too big, and now they have to buy another swing set. (Oh how I wish I
had a swing set when I was younger, let alone two!) A set with a five-foot deck is going to give you the most value, because you can use it for your younger kids who have no issue getting on deck, and it's the last time they grow up. The larger swingset size is still compact enough to fit in smaller yards, smaller children can still play easily,
and even children to their early teens will be able to enjoy it. Also, the extra pie doesn't cost much given the extra flexibility you're going to get with the larger set. If you choose to go with a set that has a six or seven-foot deck, then even teenagers and adults will be able to play on it. Most of the time, parents buy bigger collections when
they want to entertain the whole family - from the smallest kids, to their older brothers and sisters. The main takeaway is this: the sets are with tiny four-legged decks. You may save a little bit of money in front by going by four feet, but in the long run, you wish you had gone with a bigger set, and you might have to buy a new one in a few
years. Take the Gorilla Playsets Nantucket, which has a 4-foot deck. Now take a look at the Gorilla Riverview Playsets, which has a 5-foot deck. They look almost the same, don't they? 99% of people who view these collections online can't tell the size difference. However, Riverview is significantly larger. 2. Swing sets cost at least $1,500
(2020 update: about I used to think you could get a decent set for about $1,000, but I learned to think you could get a big swingset for that price like walking into the best buy thinking you could get a great TV for under $500. When we go to the store and look at the TVS that are on display, we find that $500 is made cheap, the warranty is
bad and they're likely to break within a year. Swingsets the same way - a $1,500 good starting point for swingsets with a 5-foot deck that is going to be safe, sturdy, and a great warranty. (Updates from Jay in 2020 - my price range has now increased to between $1,750-$1,850 as many costs as this article was written.) You'll find a bunch
of sets that are cheaper than that online, but if you look at it, you'll notice that those cheaper collections always cost extra like shipping, or the quality of the collections has been demolished in some way. A lot of the time you won't even notice the quality is bad until you sit in your backyard watching the swingset being launched - and
something breaks. Swing sets under the $1,000 range, Usually they have the following problems that you have to watch out for: * They have a 4-foot deck, which is too small for older children * They're not made of 4x4 solid beams, which means they can break more easily * Swinging beams are pieces of wood that are glued together
instead of a 4x6-inch solid beam, which means the set is prone to cracking and fission* Lack of pre-flooded holes*, meaning installers have to drill them manually, causing them to leave much easier than factory drilling holes, and * the base of the set is made with solid 4x4 beams, so even the base And the weak basis going for a swingset
is that at least $1,500 (in 2020, that $1,750 - 1,850) will help you avoid many of those disadvantages. 3. Best swing set has at least 10 years warranty as a general rule, most cypress swing 10-15 years warranty, and more premium pine preservation or redwood sets have a lifetime warranty. Getting a warranty is not a joke, it's not like
buying a blender where if it breaks you can get the new one easily. It's a swing, it's a piece of your house, which means you want it to work for a long time. Any serious manufacturer will provide a warranty, because with wood anything can happen, and you never know what mother nature throws at you. Remember, all wood swingsets
must have at least a 10-year warranty from a reputable manufacturer, otherwise they are not worth buying. All gorilla poly sets come with a 10-year warranty. All superior game swing sets come with a 10-year warranty. All Playsets Playnation Wood Redwood come with a lifetime warranty of all King Swing Vinyl Playsets with a lifetime
warranty of 4. The best solid oscillation set of 4x6 inch oscillation beams is another major feature of The swingsets are that they swing solid wood over, with holes drilled through the middle - this makes them virtually unbreakable. The bigger and thicker the beam, the less likely it will be to snap while your child is playing on it. Many poor
quality swingsets have multiple 2x6 glue beams together as the beam swings rather than a solid single piece. You can see it in the image to the right. Since those beams are held together by multiple wood beams, you'd need to carefully play on it, especially if the kids are a little heavy or older playing on the swingset. The weight limit on
the set with 2x6 glue is drastically lower, and I've seen them come apart way too many times. I would never sell a set without a solid swing wood beam, nor would I ever recommend you buy one. You can see the quality difference in each gorilla game set, especially if you read reviews about how long they last versus other sets. 5. The
best swing set is 4x4 inch beams keeping the set, not 2x4 in the safest playsets, frames and frames (part of the set that looks like a giant letter A) with solid beams made of wood, while in the lower quality set, they are made of 2x4.   This is great, because if the base of the game set is made with low quality wood, you run the whole risk of
the set toppling over. See again what happens when you ignore this in the image above. Take a stick that supports the base in the image, as well as the wood that makes up frame A over the swing - they're all 2x4 pieces of wood. In each quality swingset, the wood that makes up four corners of the base and frame A is going to be 4x4.
Check out the Gorilla Playsets deluxe border, you can see that the green beams coated from the base and frame are made of solid 4x4 cypress pieces, so you know that this playback set is going to last a long time, and it doesn't fall on you accidentally. After the tips above will help you find a great swingset for your kids. If you want to take
an easier route, you'll find our online store only stocks the best swingsets - a swing set that includes all 5 of these features. Better yet, you can always contact us at 1-201-670-4000 and get in touch with a knowledgeable swingset specialist.  We would love to help you find the swingset you and your family are going to enjoy for years!
Years!
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